TRANSFORM
THE WAY
YOU CLEAN
THE RANGE 2022

Experts In Precision Cleaning

We Believe

We are the market leader in compact scrubbing machines.

Sustainability is a major focus for us at MotorScrubber. That is why

We focus on performance and speed so you can deliver a

our products are considerately designed with exceptional scrubbing

five-star cleaning standard in the shortest possible time.

action and on-demand spray to eliminate harsh chemicals and

We push the boundaries of what is mechanically possible, setting
standards through invention and innovation. Using science, we
reinvent the cleaning process for a modern world.
Details matter. From stairs to edges, from kitchens to bathrooms
and everything in between, you can now dominate every cleaning

excess water. Our machines are built to last using durable, highquality components that will never let you down. Fewer machine
breakdowns mean fewer technician visits polluting the atmosphere
and a greener, cleaner planet for everyone.
Our vision is simple; every building needs a MotorScrubber.

challenge with our professional equipment.
Designed, engineered and built in Sheffield, England, we stick to
our industrial roots and create the highest quality equipment for
professional use. Our talented in-house design team meticulously
engineer every element to guarantee longevity and reliability in all
our machines.

#TeamMotorScrubber
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ONE BACKPACK
THREE POWERFUL
MACHINES

The Ultimate Cleaning Solution

Be armed and ready to face your cleaning
challenges with a single backpack.
Load your solution of choice, connect your

DEEP CLEAN.
MAINTAIN.
TRANSFORM.

machine and get cleaning.
Connect. Scrub. Go.

Deep clean floors, stairs,
and edges with JET3, our
lightweight and robust
rotary scrubbing machine.
Page 10

The ultimate two-step process to
deep clean, maintain and completely
transform every floor.
Tackle any cleaning
challenge, even corners,
with SHOCK, our
industrial, oscillating
cleaning machine.
Page 6

Step 1: DEEP CLEAN

Step 2: MAINTAIN

TRANSFORM

Introduce periodic deep cleaning to your

Destroy your dirty string mop and use

Watch as your floors are transformed back

facility and tackle stairs, edges, corners, and

BLADE to exert up to 80x more pressure

to new with the ultimate DMT system.

more. Our powerful scrubbing machines

and remove more dirt every time.

release ingrained dirt from any surface for
extraordinary results.

When finished, hang the lightweight

Eliminate filthy buckets and deliver fresh

products on the convenient wall docking

solution at the touch of a button. Tackle

system.

grout lines and tight edges with the precise
squeegee blade and clean large central areas
in no time.

Quickly clean and disinfect
tables, surfaces, and frequent
touch points with STORM.
Page 12
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SHOCK

SHOCK KEY FEATURES

Powerful 5000rpm scrub technology

Groundbreaking
Cleaning Performance.
A new standard in oscillation
scrubbing machines.

Quick-connect weight kit

The world’s lowest profile head

Precision cleaning for corners and edges

Industrial strength, compact size. SHOCK’s cast stainless steel
chassis and optional weight kit provide huge downforce for

SHOCK uses minimal water and powerful

unbeatable results. The aluminium oscillating drive plate connects

agitation to eliminate the need for harsh

to our state-of-the-art digital motor, delivering 5000rpm of powerful

chemicals.

scrubbing action.

It’s better for our planet.

With the world’s lowest profile head and groundbreaking design,
rectangular shape enables easy corner cleaning and allows the
Optimised for smooth and fine-textured floors, if SHOCK can’t clean
it, nothing will.

Cleans any corner

5000rpm for fast, powerful coverage

Precision edge cleaning

Stairs cleaned safely at speed

Cleans under the tightest spaces

BACKPACK
Run Time

1 hour
Quick change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time

Up to 8 hours or overnight

Battery Spec

12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity

1l (0.2gl)

Backpack Weight

3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE
Machine Weight

2.5kg (5.5lb)
4.5kg (9.9lb) with weight kit

Telescopic Handle

70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation

Easy press-and-go controls

User Comfort

Soft rubber grips

HEAD

SHOCK is our most advanced cleaning machine yet. The slimline
machine to instantly flip vertically for baseboard and stair cleaning.

Baseboards scrubbed with a single motion

Cleaning Width

240mm (9.4in)

Scrubbing Power

5000rpm

Linear Baseboard
Performance

Spray, scrub and dry 10m (32ft) in 80 seconds

SCAN HERE
To keep up to date with
all the latest information about
SHOCK

*Product still in development, spec is subject to change.
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M3

M3 KEY FEATURES

Powerful 360rpm scrub technology

The Original
MotorScrubber.

Backpack with built-in battery

Lightweight

Small machine, big power.

Fully submersible with no shock risk

Designed for small, hard-to-reach areas, M3 takes on stairs, edges,
bathrooms and kitchens with ease. Deep clean your confined spaces

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

and experience outstanding results every time.
Powerful rotary scrubbing cleans tricky areas often neglected

1. M3 Machine

by other machines. Able to withstand 7kg/15lbs of downforce,
the motor’s extreme torque makes the M3 unstoppable.

1

2.	Gen 3 Battery
Backpack

2

From floor cleaning to wall scrubbing, the possibilities are endless

3.	Medium Duty Brush

with the telescopic handle that adjusts the machine height to suit

5.	Red Polishing Pad
3

4

5

Combined with our vast range of accessories and battery-powered
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2 - 3 hours
Quick change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time

Up to 8 hours or overnight

Battery Spec

12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

User Comfort

Fully adjustable for any user
All-day comfort guaranteed

Backpack weight

3.1kg (6.8lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE
Machine weight

1.5kg (3.3lb)

Telescopic handle

70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation

Easy press-and-go controls

User comfort

Soft rubber grips

HEAD

6.	Green Scrubbing Pad

Cleaning width

180mm (7.1in)

Scrubbing power

10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

Drive mechanism

Metal long-life gearbox

Materials

High impact GF Nylon casing

7. Microfibre Pad

backpack, M3 guarantees exceptional results.

08

Run time

4.	White Buffing Pad

any user. Waterproof construction means M3 is also perfect for
poolside and waterline cleaning.

BACKPACK

7

8

8.	Pad Holder
(Drive Plate)

“Every building needs a MotorScrubber ”
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JET3

JET3 KEY FEATURES

Use less solution with targeted, on-demand spray

Targeted SprayScrub Technology

Powerful 360rpm scrub technology

Backpack with built-in battery

Boasting all the features of the M3, JET3 offers additional on-demand

JET3 backpack, also compatible with

solution application to speed up cleaning everywhere. By releasing

SHOCK and STORM

the perfect amount of liquid alongside the unstoppable scrubbing
action from the 360rpm extreme torque motor, JET3 delivers

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

unbeatable results in small areas.

BACKPACK
Run Time

2 - 3 hours
Quick change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time

Up to 8 hours or overnight

Battery Spec

12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity

1l (0.2gl), can cover 21m² (226ft²)

Backpack Weight

3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE
Machine Weight

1.7kg (3.7lb)

Telescopic Handle

70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation

Easy press-and-go controls

User Comfort

Soft rubber grips

The compact head fits into tight spaces that other machines simply
cannot reach, releasing ingrained dirt no matter the challenge. Our

1. JET3 Machine

convenient quick-change solution bottle fits into the belt of our
lightweight backpack to spray as much or as little as you need to

1

2.	Gen 3 Battery
Backpack

2

release dirt from the surface.

3.	Medium Duty Brush

Scrub faster, clean smarter.

5.	Red Polishing Pad
3

4

5

amount of solution when you need it.
It’s better for our planet.
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6.	Green Scrubbing Pad

Cleaning Width

180mm (7.1in)

Scrubbing Power

10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

Drive Mechanism

Metal gearbox

Materials

High impact GF Nylon casing

7. Microfibre Pad

JET3 uses minimal water and sprays just the right

10

HEAD

4.	White Buffing Pad

6

7

8

8.	Pad Holder
(Drive Plate)

“Every building needs a MotorScrubber ”
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STORM

STORM WAND

STORM KEY FEATURES
Use less solution with better coverage and
on-demand spray

Spray. Clean. Protect.

Ballistic, high speed swirl nozzle

Professional cleaning and disinfection in a lightweight hand-held

Super lightweight, providing ultimate

wand. Replace slow, laborious trigger sprays with a high-speed swirl

cleaning freedom

Droplet Size

68 microns

Spray

Optimum coverage at 30cm (11.8in)
Max distance 120cm (47.2in)

Coverage

75m²/ litre (807ft² / 0.2gl)

Flow

77ml (2.6fl oz)/ minute

Weight

0.3kg (0.7lbs)

nozzle that delivers a perfectly even spray coating to protect both
Backpack with built-in battery

your customers and your surfaces. Level up your productivity and

BACKPACK

dominate larger surface areas with on-demand spray power.
Clean and disinfect all frequently touched surfaces, tables, handrails

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

faster than ever before.

1. Storm Wand
2.	
Gen 3 Battery
Backpack
1

Run Time

1.5 hours continuous spray
Quick change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time

Up to 8 hours or overnight

Battery Spec

12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity

1l (0.2gl)

Backpack Weight

3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

2

Attach our M-Wipes system to your backpack belt and

P

E

12

hygienic surface cleaning. Simply wipe the surface and

E
AT NT

dispose of the cloth in the waste pouch for a professional,
hygienic solution.

G

P

easily dispense a specially designed cleaning cloth for fast,

N DIN
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BLADE

More Surface Pressure

Quick-Change

Reset. Reverse.

The precision edge exerts up to 80x

Switch one ultra-microfibre for another with

Reset the rubber blade onto a new section

more surface pressure onto the microfibre

a simple slide off, slide on.

of ultra-microfibre to maintain fresh, clean

mop to remove more dirt and grime with

contact points. Once one side is fully used,

every clean.

flip over and continue using the reverse side
for up to 4x more coverage.

BLADE KEY FEATURES

1

No Need For Buckets

Spray

With its refillable handle and built in spray,

With its refillable handle and built-in spray,

BLADE sprays fresh, clean solution on-

BLADE delivers fresh solution at the push of

demand, activated by the push of a button.

a button.

ULTRA-MICROFIBRES
Colour-coded tabs

Refillable handle delivers fresh solution

Machine washable up to 500 wash cycles

with every spray

Pressure. Precision.
Performance.

Up to 80x more surface pressure

S-Fibre (scrub)

Non-scratch scrub fibres recommended
for the daily maintenance of rough or
textured floors.

Precision cleaning for edges, grout, and tight corners

G-Fibre (glide)

For daily maintenance cleaning.
Recommended for use on smooth floors.

A-Fibre (absorb)

For mopping up spills, or to dry the floor.
Absorbs up to 500ml (16oz) of liquid.

2

Cut through more dirt for an unbeatable clean with BLADE’s

Up to 4x more coverage

immense performance. The precise rubber squeegee blade cuts

3

with each reversible ultra-microfibre

deep into tight edges and grout lines to transform your cleaning

HANDLE

results. With up to 80x more pressure than regular mopping systems,

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

BLADE removes substantially more dirt every time. Simply reposition

Solution Capacity

700ml (23.7fl oz)

the squeegee multiple times on the ultra-microfibre mop for a fresh
contact point.

1. BLADE Handle

Forget your dirty string mop and filthy bucket and deliver fresh
solution at the touch of a button. BLADE’s refillable handle with water

1

2

2.	BLADE Frame
3. S-Fibre

level indicator and three built-in jets delivers clean liquid on demand

Three built-in spray jets
Refillable aluminium handle with water level indicator
Non-slip handle

to ensure you are always removing dirt, never spreading it around.
FRAME

Slide off the ultra-microfibre mop and use the super flexible
squeegee after scrubbing with JET3 to direct dirty liquid straight
into a floor drain, leaving no trace on your now sparkling floors.
No floor drain? No problem. Simply attach the A-Fibre to absorb
up to 500ml with each mop.

3

Flexible rubber squeegee blade tracks floor surface and texture
Channel to easily slide on ultra-microfibre cloths

Clean better, clean faster.
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PROWASH

PROWASH KEY FEATURES

4x faster than manual methods

Higher. Faster. Cleaner.

Carries both chemicals and water for
optimum results

Make light work of heavily soiled surfaces using our powerful

Drastically cuts exhaustive labour

360rpm motor.
Designed for industrial scrubbing, PROWASH can reach vertical

Easy to use — just plug and go

surfaces up to four meters high. The easily transportable cart can

HAND-HELD MOTORSCRUBBER
Charge Time

Up to 8 hours or overnight

Runtime

2 - 3 hours powered by backpack

Machine Weight

2kg (4.4lb)

Backpack Weight

3.1kg (6.8lbs) secured to waist

Scrubbing Width

18cm (7in)

Brush RPM

10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

PROWASH CART

hold up to 50 litres of fresh water and five litres of chemical
concentrate inside a robust stainless steel chassis.

Charge Time

5.5 hours

Run Time

8 hours

1. PROWASH Scrubber

Cart Weight

35kg (77lb)

2. PROWASH Cart

Cart Dimensions

3.	Gen 3 Battery
Backpack

H 104cm x W 51cm x D 71cm
(H 40.9in x W 20in x D 27.9in)

Battery

12vdc sealed acid battery

4.	Flag Tipped Brush

Pump Pressure

11 bar

Pump Open Flow

8 litre/minute

Liquid Capacity

50 litres (13.2 gl)

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

PROWASH sprays the solution onto the desired surface, and then
MotorScrubber’s signature rotary motor and powerful scrubbing
motion transforms the surface back to new.

1

3

2

Whether it is vinyl siding, trains, buses, aircraft, factory walls,
external cladding, or signage, for all-in-one professional cleaning,
PROWASH is the solution.
4

5.	White Buffing Pad
6.	Blue General Pad

5

6

7

8

7. Green Scouring Pad
8.	Pad Holder
(Drive Plate)
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FORCE

Areas missed without FORCE

100% of area covered with FORCE

FORCE KEY FEATURES

Increased productivity

Clip On. Clip Off.
Clean Anywhere.

FORCE
Clean 100% of the floor
Voltage

24 V DC or 36VDC

Machine Weight

3.2kg (7lb)

Hose Length

6m (19.6ft)

Pump Performance

3 litre/minute, 101PSI

Pump Pressure

7.9 bar, 116PSI

Dimensions

H 15cm x W 19cm x L 112cm
(H 6in x W 7.5in x L 44in)

2. Medium Duty Brush

Handle

Extends from 70 – 140cm (27.56 – 55.12in)

3.	Universal Suction
Hose

Brush Speed

400rpm

4.	15 Amp Fused Battery
Connector

Scrubbing Width

180mm (7in)

5.	Commercial Grade
Pump

Quick-change squeegees mean no tools are needed

Amazing cleaning results
Transform your bulky scrubber into the ultimate cleaning machine
by adding FORCE.

Fits to any scrubber dryer over 40 litres

Simply attach FORCE to your scrubber’s suction and clip it off to
clean under benches, tables, down the side of toilets, and all other
previously inaccessible areas. Force sprays cleaning solution, then

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

scrubs with our powerful 400RPM rotary action. Two rear squeegees
then dry the floor using the powerful suction of the larger machine.

1. FORCE Machine
1

2

4

6

18
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Accessories

BRUSH

PAD

No matter the challenge, we
have a brush guaranteed to
give exceptional cleaning
results on any surface.

Essential Range.
SCAN HERE
Find the right accessory
for your floor type

Our essential pad range has been designed for
chemical cleaning across all types of hard flooring.

Medium Duty Brush

Aggressive Duty Brush

Tile & Grout Brush

Flagged Tipped Brush

Delicate Brush

White Buffing Pad

Red Polishing Pad

Blue General Pad

Green Scouring Pad

Black Stripping Pad

MS1038

MS1039P

MS1039TG

MS1044

MS1038

MS1066

MS1064

MS1068

MS1062

MS1060

Non-scratch fibres

Perfect for industrial

Our most abrasive brush

Ideal for removing dust

Perfect for pre-scrubbing

For buffing on hard

For polishing hard and

For general floor

For cleaning greasy

For stripping floor polish.

provide a brilliant deep

environments, concrete,

consists of grit filaments

and cleaning plastic

short pile commercial

floors. Use dry or with a

wooden floors. This will

cleaning.

kitchens and floors.

Use with chemical or

clean to all smooth and

exterior surfaces,

for deep cleaning tiles

surfaces. Ideal for use

carpets and stairs before

fine water mist to give

remove light scuff marks

This pad aggressively

water-based stripping

textured floors and tiles.

oil, grease, and food

and restoring grout lines.

with PROWASH for

extraction. Also suitable

a high gloss wet look to

and dirt while giving a

removes dirt from

solution to remove finishes

vehicle and exterior

for painted wooden

new floors.

high gloss shine.

heavily soiled surfaces.

or sealers. Can also be

surfaces.

surfaces.

deposits.

used to clean hard surface
floors, such as concrete.

3 Step Diamond
Twister Polishing
Range.
Designed for marble, granite, terrazzo, vinyl, and

Red Stair Brush

Green Stair Brush

MS1049

MS1049T

Exceptional deep

Made from grit filaments

cleaning for all steps,

for deep cleaning stairs and

up-rises, edges and

base/ skirting boards with

baseboards.

hard surfaces like concrete

concrete floors. Just add water to create a beautiful

White Pad

Yellow Pad

Green Pad

natural shine.

211763

211760

211759

Step 1: Refurbishing

Step 2: Shine Creating

Step 3: Shine & Maintain

and resin. Perfect for outdoor
steps and industrial factory
floors.
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Accessories

CASE PRO

PAD

Specialist Range.

Professional.
Organised.
Portable.

From removing tough marks to polishing marble, this
specialist range has you covered.

M-CASE PRO MS3070 / MS3070KIT
M-Case Pro holds two machines of your choice, the
BLADE mopping system, and all our brushes and
pads. The attached wheels make the case easily
transportable, allowing you to tackle any cleaning
challenge at any location.

Pad Holder

Crystalliser

Maroon Stripping Pad

Melamine Pad

Microfibre Pad

MS1046

MS1071

MS1069

MS1070

MS1053

Interchangable drive

Made with stainless steel

Our most abrasive pad

Recommended for

Recommended for

plate which easily

wire wool to create a

is recommended for

removing the toughest

polishing surfaces and

attaches our pads

hard-wearing, super high

dry floor stripping and

of stains. The micro-

for carpet spot cleaning.

using hook-and-loop

gloss shine on marble

restoring many floor

abrasive sponge material

technology.

surfaces.

types, including wood,

provides incredible

vinyl, Altro, concrete and

cleaning results.

CASE

WIPES

stone.

WALL DOCK

Grab. Clean. Dock.
Wall Dock MS1073

M-CASE MS3061:

M-Wipes Kit MSS31

M-Case holds one machine and backpack with up to four accessories

The patent-pending M-Wipes system allows disinfectant to be

for a simple, convenient and weatherproof travel case. Ideal for those

applied to every side of 3D touch points that are often missed by

smaller cleaning challenges.

other spraying machines.
The disposable cloths also provide more hygienic table and surface

The perfect solution for limited storage space.
Designed to be easily mounted to the wall and protect
products from damage, our wall dock keeps your
equipment neat and tidy.

cleaning with excellent results. The non-absorbent PP material
Foldable Bottle Carrier MST5
Take the weight off your back with

applies disinfectant without drying the surface, maintaining contact/
dwell time.

the foldable bottle carrier.
Includes eight slots for carrying 1litre
(0.25gl) refill bottles or rolls of M-Wipes.
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What’s next?
We believe we have invented the world’s fastest floor cleaning
machine for small and medium-sized areas. A design so radically
different, you have to see it to believe it.
All our years of knowledge, experience, and innovation have been
consolidated into a state-of-the-art product that has never been
seen before, with 9 worldwide patents pending.
DRYFT has been designed with limitless potential. It cleans and dries
central floors, edges, corners, and hard-to-reach areas with speed
and precision, all packaged in a lightweight, compact, easy-to-use
device.
Since the initial idea, we have developed hundreds of prototypes at
MotorScrubber HQ in Sheffield, UK. We continue testing, innovating
and engineering every day to make DRYFT the best cleaning
machine in the world.
Get ready for DRYFT to transform the cleaning world in 2023.

SCAN HERE
To keep up to date with all the
latest information about DRYFT

HEAD OFFICE
UK
8 Orgreave Rd, Sheffield,
S13 9LQ, England
+44 (0)114 478 8710
orders@motorscrubberclean.com

Supplied by MotorScrubber Approved Partner.

INTERNATIONAL
USA and Canada - Chicago
+1 630 326 3107
usaorders@motorscrubberclean.com
AUSTRALIA - Melbourne
+61 459 269 988
ausorders@motorscrubberclean.com
info@motorscrubberclean.com
www.motorscrubberclean.com
1001/0722

